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Ancillary Materials

CRIMINOCY

Criminological Research: Understanding Qualitative Methods
Emma Winchup
Pbk | 216pp | 9781446209141 | 08-Apr-17
AS67 | NZ$77 | Sage Publications Ltd

Now with new, in-depth case studies to really help students visualise the realities of research, this textbook continues to provide the guidance to help them both evaluate existing studies and design their own robust, ethical projects.

New Title

Ebook Available

Hate Crimes: Causes, Controls, and Controversies 4ed
Phyllis Gerstenfeld
Pbk | 416pp | 9781506345444 | 02-May-17
AS97 | NZ$112 | Sage Publications Inc

*Hate Crimes, Fourth Edition,* is the most accessible and comprehensive textbook on hate crimes available with its wide range of interdisciplinary coverage and first-person vignettes. The text is multidisciplinary in its approach, broad in its scope, and scholarly in its contents. It will continue to teach students new concepts, and also inform them of ongoing developments in the field. This text combines information from a variety of sources into a single format which is easily understood by all students.

New Title

Crime Analysis with Crime Mapping 4ed
Rachel Santos
Pbk | 488pp | 9781506331034 | 01-Dec-16
AS63 | NZ$63 | Sage Publications Inc

*Crime Analysis with Crime Mapping, 4th Edition* provides a basic introduction to crime analysis with crime mapping data and techniques for students and practitioners. Instead of focusing on specific technology or the use of it, author Rachel Santos focuses on concepts and practical applications of the concepts. As the only introductory core text for crime analysis, *Crime Analysis with Crime Mapping* is one that every crime analyst should read and have on his or her shelf for review and reference.

Ancillary Materials

New Title

Professional Writing for the Criminal Justice System
Jill Harrison, Daniel Weisman and Joseph Z
Pbk | 304pp | 9780826194840 | 15-Apr-17
AS89 | NZ$102 | Springer Publishing Co

This user-friendly guide to effective writing for the justice system teaches readers to write cogently and accurately across the spectrum of criminal justice-related disciplines. With an examination of common writing problems that interfere with good reporting and documentation, it underscores the importance of skilled written communication as a cornerstone of competent practice within criminology.

New Title

Violence: The Enduring Problem 3ed
Alex Alvarez and Ronet Bachman
Pbk | 520pp | 9781506349060 | 29-Nov-16
AS144 | NZ$166 | Sage Publications Inc

*Violence: The Enduring Problem 3ed* explores a number of different types of both individual and collective violent acts and examines the linkages, behaviours, ideas, perceptions, and justifications that connect these different types of violence. Inspired generally by the fear of the pervasive violence in the world, the text also addresses legislative, social, and political efforts to curb violent behaviour.

Ancillary Materials

New Title

An Introduction to Criminal Justice
Jamie Harding, Pamela Davies and George Ma
Pbk | 504pp | 9781412962124 | 11-Feb-17
AS78 | NZ$89 | Sage Publications Ltd

This is a comprehensive and contemporary guide to all that comprises the study of the criminal justice process, and is a resource that you can keep coming back to throughout your Criminology and Criminal Justice degree. The text places the work of criminal justice agencies into context by looking at their purpose and origins, the policy issues they face, the types of crime they deal with, potential reasons for crime, and the characteristics of the offenders, victims and witnesses.

Ancillary Materials

New Title

The Practice of Research in Criminology and Criminal Justice 6ed
Ronet Bachman and Russell Schutt
Pbk | 544pp | 9781506306810 | 19-Jan-16
AS143 | NZ$165 | Sage Publications Inc

*The Practice of Research in Criminology and Criminal Justice* continues to provide complete coverage of the use and results of the contemporary methods employed in criminology and criminal justice research today. The authors teach research design and techniques within the context of substantive criminology and criminal justice issues of interest to students who will become professionals in the field. Students learn about the wide realm of research methods available to them, delve deeper into topics relevant to their field of study, and benefit from the wide variety of exercises included that help them practice as they learn.

Ancillary Materials
Criminological Theory: Context and Consequences 6ed
J Robert Lilly, Francis T Cullen and Richa
Pbk | $68pp | 9781452258164 | 18-Nov-14
A$599 | NZ$517 | Sage Publications Inc
Offering a rich introduction to how scholars analyse crime, *Criminological Theory: Context and Consequences* moves readers beyond a commonsense knowledge of crime to a deeper understanding of the importance of theory in shaping crime control policies. The *Sixth Edition* of the authors’ clear, accessible, and thoroughly revised text covers traditional and contemporary theory within a larger sociological and historical context. The authors include new sources that assess the empirical status of the major theories, and updated coverage of crime control policies.

Understanding Homicide
Fiona Brookman
Pbk | 368pp | 9780761947554 | 01-Jan-05
A$75 | NZ$67 | Sage Publications Ltd
Why do people kill? How is homicide investigated? What are the patterns and characteristics of homicide? How can it be prevented? This is a comprehensive and challenging text unravelling the phenomenon of homicide. The text is unique in its focus, coverage, and style and bridges a major gap in criminological literature. Whilst focused in several respects upon the U.K. experience, the text also draws upon and makes a significant contribution to international literature, research, and debate.

Media and Crime 3ed
Yvonne Jewkes
Pbk | 352pp | 9781446272534 | 28-Feb-15
A$72 | NZ$64 | Sage Publications Ltd
This text critically examines the complex interactions between media and crime. Written with an engaging and authoritative voice, it guides students through all the key issues, ranging from news reporting of crime, media constructions of children and women, moral panics and media and the police to ‘reality’ crime shows, surveillance, and social control. This new edition also explores innovations in technology and forms of reporting, including citizen journalism.

COURSE USE: Students of criminology, media studies, cultural studies, and sociology.

Prisons and Punishment: The Essentials 2ed
David Scott and Nick Flynn
Pbk | 304pp | 9781446273470 | 01-Apr-14
A$53.99 | NZ$56.3 | Sage Publications Ltd
This is the perfect primer for all undergraduate Criminology students studying modules on Prisons and Punishment. Not only does it cover all the key topics in Penology, but it also encourages students to think critically about these topics. The second edition explores international and comparative examples, and includes new sections on new penology, new punitiveness, reductivism, proportionality, demographic issues, sentencing policy and principles, persistent offending, financial penalties, rehabilitation, victimology, capital punishment, mental health, drugs in prison and young offenders.

Violence and Society
Larry Ray
Pbk | 232pp | 9781847870360 | 31-Mar-11
A$63 | NZ$57 | Sage Publications Ltd
In this compelling book, Larry Ray offers a wide-ranging and integrated account of the many manifestations of violence in society. He examines violent behaviour and its meanings in contemporary culture and throughout history. Interdisciplinary in its approach, the text draws on evidence from sociology, criminology, primate studies and archaeology to shed light on arguments about the social construction and innate nature of violence.

Victims, Crime and Society: An Introduction 2ed
Pamela Davies, Peter Francis and Chris Gre
Pbk | 304pp | 9781446255919 | 13-May-17
A$74 | NZ$65 | Sage Publications Ltd
This second edition has been fully revised and expanded, spanning the key perspectives and key issues in victimology. Covering the crucial theoretical, social and political contexts in victimology, the text includes: new chapters on defining and constructing victims; fear and vulnerability; sexuality; white collar crime and the implications of crime policy on victims; a global range of historical and theoretical perspectives in victimology; and a new chapter on researching victims of crime; and re-inforces and consolidates learning through critical thinking sections.

Transnational Crime and Criminal Justice
Marinella Marmo
Pbk | 240pp | 9781412919258 | 14-May-16
A$64 | NZ$57 | Sage Publications Ltd
From trafficking to cybercrime, from terrorism to organised crime, the challenges presented by globalisation to systems of criminal justice are immense. This major new textbook offers a comprehensive introduction to international issues in crime and its control. The book covers essential theories in an accessible fashion, clearly explaining their relevance to contemporary concerns. It goes on to deal with a range of substantive topics in international criminology.

Organized Crime: Analyzing Illegal Activities, Criminal Structures, and Extra-legal Governance
Klaus von Lampe
Pbk | 488pp | 9781452203508 | 04-Aug-15
A$105 | NZ$99 | Sage Publications Inc
Organized Crime: Analyzing Illegal Activities, Criminal Structures, and Extra-legal Governance provides a systematic overview of the processes and structures commonly labelled "organised crime," drawing on the pertinent empirical and theoretical literature primarily from North America, Europe, and Australia. The main emphasis is placed on a comprehensive classificatory scheme that highlights underlying patterns and dynamics, rather than particular historical manifestations of organised crime.
Cultural Studies

**Youth Crime and Justice 2ed**
Barry Goldstone and John Muncie

*Pbk | 280pp | 9781446210833 | 30-Apr-13*

A$64 | N2574 | Sage Publications Ltd

Building upon the success of the first edition, this second, and substantially revised, edition of *Youth Crime and Justice* comprises a range of cutting-edge contributions from leading national and international researchers. An authoritative and accessible book, *Youth Crime and Justice 2ed* provides a coherent, comprehensive and fully up-to-date analysis of contemporary developments and debates.

**COURSE USE:** Upper level undergraduate and postgraduate Criminology and Criminal Justice and Youth Studies students.

**Globalization and Crime 2ed**
Katja Franko Aas

*Pbk | 280pp | 9781446201985 | 30-Apr-13*

A$56 | N2576 | Sage Publications Ltd

*Globalization and Crime* brings together the closely related subjects of criminology and global sociology and examines established topics such as transnational policing and organised crime. It also delves into new territory and explores the issues surrounding international criminal justice, human rights, comparative criminology, green criminology and financial crime. New to this edition is a chapter dedicated to the impact of the war on terror on the rule of law and a detailed discussion on the growing topic of cosmopolitan criminology.

**Environmental Corrections: A New Paradigm for Supervising Offenders in the Community**
Lacey Schaefer, Francis T Cullen and John
e

*Pbk | 216pp | 9781506323282 | 01-Dec-15*

A$59 | N2593 | Sage Publications Inc

*Environmental Corrections* builds on the idea of developing a new paradigm for probation and parole officers to use in supervising offenders. Previous attempts to bring the insights of environmental criminology into corrections have been modest and thus far not interconnected. By contrast, by explicitly setting forth environmental corrections, it is possible to open up fresh ideas and practices on how best to help offenders avoid returning to crime while on probation and parole.

**The Criminal Brain: Understanding Biological Theories of Crime 2ed**
Nicole Rafter, Chad Posick and Michael Roc

*Pbk | 416pp | 9781479894697 | 30-Jul-16*

A$61 | N2572 | New York University Press

In this second edition of *The Criminal Brain*, Nicole Rafter, Chad Posick, and Michael Rocque describe early biological theories of crime and provide a lively, up-to-date overview of the newest research in biosocial criminology. New chapters introduce the theories of the latter part of the 20th century; apply and critically assess current biosocial and evolutionary theories, the developments in neuro-imaging, and recent progressions in fields such as epigenetics; and finally, provide a vision for the future of criminology and crime policy from a biosocial perspective.

**Popular Culture: A Reader**
Raford Guins

*Pbk | 550pp | 9780761974727 | 01-Mar-05*

A$59 | N25108 | Sage Publications Ltd

This *Reader* provides a comprehensive collection of classic and contemporary papers on Popular Culture. Key works from Adorno to Williams are included, as well as a wide range of contemporary and international perspectives that engage with the dynamic changes that combine to generate ‘popular culture’ today.

**Introducing Intercultural Communication: Global Cultures and Contexts 2ed**
Shuang Liu, Zala Volcic and Cindy Gallois

*Pbk | 384pp | 9781446285916 | 29-Nov-14*

A$56 | N2579 | Sage Publications Ltd

This text uses examples and case studies from around the world to situate communication theory in a truly global perspective. Covering the essentials from international conflict to migration and social networking – it shows students how to master the skills and concepts at work in how we communicate and understand each other across cultural boundaries.

**The Rhetorical Power of Popular Culture: Considering Mediated Texts 3ed**
Deanna Sellnow

*Pbk | 352pp | 9781506315218 | 21-Mar-17*

A$113 | N25129 | Sage Publications Inc

The Third Edition of *The Rhetorical Power of Popular Culture* introduces students to rhetorical theory and criticism through studying the persuasive potential of today’s “texts” in popular culture. Each chapter introduces students to a particular rhetorical theory, explores examples from popular culture that relate to the theory, and demonstrates how to describe, interpret, and evaluate popular culture texts through rhetorical analysis. Sample student essays in every chapter apply the critical approach of each chapter to a popular culture text to demonstrate rhetorical criticism in practice.

**Religion, Culture and Society: A Global Approach**
Andrew Singleton

*Pbk | 272pp | 9781446202913 | 10-May-14*

A$69 | N2579 | Sage Publications Ltd

This is a rich and dynamic introduction to the varieties of religious life and the central issues in the sociology of religion today. It leads the student through the key ideas and main debates within the field as well as offering in-depth descriptions and analysis of specific religions and movements. Emphasising religion as a global phenomenon, especially looking at the way in which globalisation has had an impact on religious practice, Singleton has created an illuminating textbook suitable for students on a wide range of courses looking at religion as a social and cultural field.
The Consumer Society: Myths and Structures (Revised Edition)
Jean Baudrillard
Pbk | 240pp | 9781473982383 | 07-Jan-17
AS69 | NZ582 | Sage Publications Ltd

Jean Baudrillard’s classic text was one of the first to focus on the process and meaning of consumption in contemporary culture. Originally published in 1970, the book makes a vital contribution to current debates on consumption. It includes Baudrillard’s most organised discussion of mass media culture, the meaning of leisure, and anomy in affluent society. A chapter on the body demonstrates Baudrillard’s extraordinary prescience for flagging vital subjects in contemporary culture long before others.

Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice 5ed
Chris Barker and Emma Jane
Pbk | 760pp | 9781473919457 | 11-Jun-16
AS87 | NZ102 | Sage Publications Ltd

With over 40,000 copies sold, *Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice* has been the indispensable guide to studying culture for generations of students. Here is everything students need to know, with all the key concepts, theories and thinkers in one comprehensive, authoritative yet accessible resource. Teaching students the foundations of cultural studies - from ideology, representation and discourse to audiences, subcultures and cultural policy, this is the essential companion for all students of cultural studies, culture and society, media and cultural theory, popular culture and cultural sociology.

Beginning Theory: An Introduction to Literary and Cultural History 3ed
Peter Barry
Pbk | 352pp | 9780719079276 | 06-Feb-09
AS32.99 | NZ38.99 | Manchester University Press

*Beginning Theory* has been helping students navigate through the thickets of literary and cultural theory for well over a decade now. The bewildering variety of approaches, theorists, and technical language is lucidly and expertly unravelled. Peter Barry allows readers to develop their own ideas once first principles and concepts have been grasped.

**NEW TITLE**

**ETHNOGRAPHY**

Thinking Ethnographically
Paul Atkinson
Pbk | 208pp | 9780857025906 | 08-Jul-17
AS54 | NZ574 | Sage Publications Ltd

Written by a leading authority, this text discusses a wide range of analytic ideas that can and should inform ethnographic analysis. In introducing the notion of ‘granular ethnography’ it argues for an approach to qualitative research that is sensitive to the complexities of everyday social life. A much-needed antidote to superficial research and analysis, the text deals not merely with the practical methods of fieldwork, but with the far more ambitious enterprise of turning ethnographic data into productive ideas and concepts.

**HEALTH SOCIOLOGY**

Victor R Fuchs
Pbk | 388pp | 978914354882 | 01-Jul-11
AS83 | NZ196 | World Scientific Publishing Co

Since the first edition of *Who Shall Live?*, over 100,000 readers from more than a dozen fields have found this book to be a reader-friendly, authoritative introduction to economic concepts applied to health and medical care. Fuchs provides clear explanations and memorable examples of the importance of the non-medical determinants of health, the dominant role of physicians in health care expenditures, the necessity of choices about health at the individual and societal levels, and many other compelling themes.

Social Ecology: Applying Ecological Understanding to Our Lives andOur Planet
David Wright, Catherine Camden-Pratt and S
Pbk | 366pp | 9781907359118 | 01-May-11
AS56.99 | NZ256 | Hawthorn Press

*Social Ecology* addresses the burning question of how to apply ecological understanding to every aspect of our lives. It provides a holistic framework for change, based on the inter-relationships between the personal, social, environmental, and ‘spiritual’. It helps us to understand how we got here, and how to realise more sustainable, caring futures. Students from all disciplines can use this valuable resource to help enrich their learning with social ecology insights and principles.

**MEDIA AND SOCIETY**

Youth and Media
Andy Ruddock
Pbk | 232pp | 9781848600928 | 31-Mar-13
AS59.99 | NZ256 | Sage Publications Ltd

When societies worry about media effects, why do they focus so much on young people? Is advertising to blame for binge drinking? Do films and video games inspire school shootings? Tackling these kinds of questions, *Youth and Media* explains why young people are central to understanding critical issues in media studies and media education. Ruddock offers a fascinating account of how media defines the identities and social imaginations of young people. He explores how the notion of media influence ‘works’ when daily life compels young people to act out their relationships through media content and technologies.
Digital Media and Society
Simon Lindgren
Pbk | 368pp | 9781473923016 | 10-Jan-17
AS64 | NZ272 | Sage Publications Ltd

In the early 21st century, the worlds of the digital and the social have become irreversibly intertwined, we are now truly living in a digital society. This assumption is taken by Simon Lindgren as a starting point for his comprehensive new analysis of the contemporary media landscape. Neatly divided into three sections, his text introduces students to the central theories through which to frame digital society, the hot topics that have come to dominate both scholarly and public debates, and the key research methods used in the field.

New Title

Media, Culture and Society: An Introduction 2ed
Paul Hodkinson
Pbk | 344pp | 9781473902367 | 14-Jan-17
AS59 | NZ259 | Sage Publications Ltd

Combining a critical survey of the field with a finely judged assessment of cutting-edge developments, this second edition cements its reputation as the must-have text for any undergraduate studying media and communication studies. The book explores the concepts and complexities of the media in an accessible, balanced, and engaging style. Additions to the second edition include: new material on technologies, censorship, online news, fan cultures and representations of poverty; and a greater emphasis on and examples of digital, interactive and mobile media.

New Title

Key Concepts in Creative Industries
John Hartley, Jason Potts, Stuart Cunningham
Pbk | 200pp | 9781446202890 | 12-Oct-12
AS49.99 | NZ55.99 | Sage Publications Ltd

Creativity is an attribute of individual people, but also a feature of organisations like firms, cultural institutions, and social networks. This text is the first to present an organised study of the key concepts that underlie and motivate the field of creative industries. Written by a world-leading team of experts, it presents readers with compact accounts of the history of terms, the debates and tensions associated with their usage, and examples of how they apply to the creative industries around the world.

New Title

How to Do Media and Cultural Studies 2ed
Jane Stokes
Pbk | 264pp | 9781849207867 | 30-Nov-12
AS56 | NZ259 | Sage Publications Ltd

If you’re trying to bridge the gap between your course and your project or dissertation, this text is an invaluable companion in providing careful explanations of the steps necessary to conduct a range of research projects in media, communication and cultural studies. From ethnography to digital content analysis, the second edition of this student favourite will equip you with the methods you need to keep pace in the ever-changing context of writing and research.

New Title

RACE AND GENDER STUDIES

Racisms: An Introduction 2ed
Steve Garner
Pbk | 328pp | 9781412961376 | 08-Apr-17
AS65 | NZ275 | Sage Publications Ltd

Combining key theoretical perspectives with contemporary case studies, this text will be invaluable in helping students to fully understand the complex issue of racism. With clear definitions and practical examples this is a solid resource when seeking to examine the way in which racisms have become part of social practices and institutions. Racisms is an ideal introduction for undergraduates studying race and ethnicity, social divisions and stratification.

New Title

Gender and Crime: A Human Rights Approach 2ed
Marisa Silvestri and Chris Crowther-Dowey
Pbk | 368pp | 9781473902190 | 14-May-16
AS75 | NZ287 | Sage Publications Ltd

This text is a comprehensive and critical introduction to the field of gender and crime, re-thinking the key themes and debates within a human rights framework. Integrating empirical, theoretical and policy-related material, this second edition has been significantly updated.

COURSE USE: Essential reading for those studying criminology, sociology, social policy and gender studies.

New Title

Finding Out: An Introduction to LGBTQ Studies 3ed
Jonathan Alexander, Michelle Gibson and De
Pbk | 464pp | 9781506337401 | 31-Jan-17
AS123 | NZ139 | Sage Publications Inc

Finding Out, Third Edition introduces readers to lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender-queer (LGBTQ) studies. By combining accessible introductory and explanatory material with primary texts and artifacts, this text/reader explores the development and growth of LGBTQ identities and the interdisciplinary nature of sexuality studies. The third edition has been thoroughly updated to include recent and relevant legal, political, and culture developments such as the ongoing national debates surrounding marriage equality.

New Title

Analyzing Inequalities: An Introduction to Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality Using the General Social Survey
Catherine Harraois
Pbk | 232pp | 9781506304113 | 28-Feb-17
AS63 | NZ272 | Sage Publications Inc

Analyzing Inequalities is a worktext that guides students through a series of quantitative data analysis exercises based on results from the General Social Survey. The exercises can be completed using the Survey Documentation and Analysis Website at the University of California-Berkeley, which is easy to navigate and master. Students can create tables and generate graphs from large data sets that measure attitudes, behaviours, trends, and social arrangements on a broad range of subjects.

New Title
Race and Society
Tina Patel
Pbk  | 300pp | 9781446287302  | 10-Dec-16
AS56  | NZ2599  | Sage Publications Ltd

Race and Society is a thoughtful and critically engaging exploration of some of the key issues around race and racialisation, which have arisen in what is considered to be a highly diverse and complex society. The text is packed with topical examples and international case studies to engage students, along with chapter summaries, study questions and further reading. Race and Society is a highly readable and thought-provoking guide to the study of race and racialisation processes for students of sociology, criminology and related disciplines.

Key Concepts in Gender Studies 2ed
Jane Pilcher and Imelda Whelehan
Pbk  | 208pp | 9781446260296  | 07-Jan-17
AS529.99  | NZ2561  | Sage Publications Ltd

The new edition of Key Concepts in Gender Studies is a lively and engaging introduction to this dynamic field. Thoroughly revised, the second edition benefits from the addition of nine new concepts including Gender Social Movements, Intersectionality and Mainstreaming. Each of the entries begins with a concise definition; outlines the history of each term and the debates surrounding it; includes illustrations of how the concept has been applied within the field; offers examples which allow a critical re-evaluation of the concept; is cross-referenced with the other key concepts; and ends with guidance on further reading.

Misogyny Online: A Short (and Brutish) History
Emma Jane
Hbk  | 152pp | 9781473916005  | 05-Nov-16
AS599  | NZ2513  | Sage Publications Ltd

Misogyny Online explores the worldwide phenomenon of gendered cyberhate as a significant discourse which has been overlooked and marginalised. The rapid growth of the internet has led to numerous opportunities and benefits; however, the architecture of the cybersphere offers users unprecedented opportunities to engage in hate speech. A leading international researcher in this field, Emma A. Jane weaves together data and theory from multiple disciplines and expresses her findings in a style that is engaging, witty and powerful.

What is Gender? Sociological Approaches
Mary Holmes
Pbk  | 214pp | 9780761947134  | 01-Jun-07
AS579  | NZ2509  | Sage Publications Ltd

Is gender something done to us by society, or something we do? What is the relationship between gender and other inequalities? What is Gender? Sociological Approaches explores these complex and important questions, helping readers to critically analyse how women’s and men’s lives are shaped by the society in which they live. The book offers a comprehensive account of trends in sociological thinking, from a material and economic focus on gender inequalities, to the debates about meaning initiated by the linguistic or cultural turn.

Social Statistics for a Diverse Society (ISE) 8ed
Chava Frankfort-Nachmias and Anna Leon-Gue
Pbk  | 480pp | 9781506347202  | 31-Jan-17
AS1599  | NZ25230  | Sage Publications Inc

This eighth edition of Social Statistics for a Diverse Society continues to emphasise intuition and common sense, while demonstrating the link between the practice of statistics and important social issues. Recognising that today’s students live in a world characterised by a growing diversity and richness of social differences, the authors help students learn key sociological concepts through real research examples related to the dynamic interplay of race, class, gender, and other social variables.

Qualitative Social Research: Contemporary Methods for the Digital Age
Vivienne Waller, Karen Farquharson and Deb
Pbk  | 208pp | 9781473913554  | 01-Dec-15
AS529.99  | NZ2561  | Sage Publications Ltd

Qualitative Social Research employs an accessible approach to present the multiple ways in which criticism enhances research practice. Packed full of relevant, ‘real world’ examples, it showcases the strengths and pitfalls of each research method, integrating the philosophical grounding of qualitative research with thoughtful overviews of a range of commonly used methods. It explains what makes qualitative sociological research practical, useful and ethical, and is an essential guide to how to undertake research.
Ancillary Materials
SOCIAL THEORY

Understanding the Psychology of Diversity 3ed
Bruce Blaine and Kimberly Brenchley
Pbk | 344pp | 9781483139230 | 28-Feb-17
A$58 | NZ$51 | Sage Publications Inc

The updated Third Edition of this bestseller presents a highly readable examination of diversity from a unique psychological perspective to teach students how to understand the social and cultural differences in today’s society. By exploring how individuals construct their view of social diversity and how they are defined and influenced by it, author Bruce Evan Blaine and new coauthor Kimberly J. McClure Brenchley present all that psychology has to offer on this critically important topic.

New Title

SOCIAL POLICY

Investigating Social Problems
A Javier Trevino
Pbk | 576pp | 9781452242033 | 12-Aug-14
A$127 | NZ$147 | Sage Publications Inc

In this groundbreaking new text, general editor A. Javier Treviño, working with a panel of experts, thoroughly examines all aspects of social problems, providing a contemporary and authoritative introduction to the field. Each chapter is written by a specialist on that particular topic. The chapters carefully follow a model framework to ensure consistency across the entire text and provide continuity for students. The text is framed around three major themes: intersectionality (the interplay of race, ethnicity, class, and gender); the global scope of many problems; and how researchers take an evidence-based approach to studying problems.

Ancillary Materials

Sociological Theory in the Classical Era: Text and Readings 3ed
Laura Desfor Edles and Scott Appelrouth
Pbk | 470pp | 9781452203614 | 18-Nov-14
A$114 | NZ$132 | Sage Publications Inc

The authors of this text were frustrated by their inability to find a sociological theory text that could inspire enthusiasm in undergraduate students while providing them with analytical tools for understanding theory and exposing them to original writings from pivotal theorists. They developed this widely used text/reader to fill that need. It introduces students to original major writings from sociology’s key classical theorists as well as from a variety of other voices, and also provides a helpful theoretical and historical framework, written by the editors, with which to understand those often intimidating readings.

New Title

Social Changes in a Global World
Ulrike Scheurkens
Pbk | 364pp | 9781473930223 | 13-May-17
A$56 | NZ$57 | Sage Publications Ltd

Renowned author Ulrike Scheurkens presents an in-depth exploration of social transformations and developments. Combining an international approach with up-to-date research, the text has dedicated chapters on contemporary topics including technology and new media, analysis of societal structures, and contains learning features such as discussion questions. A must-have for students taking modules in social change, social inequality, social theory and globalisation.

New Title

Time Series Analysis in the Social Sciences: The Fundamentals
Youseop Shin
Pbk | 272pp | 9780520293175 | 07-Jan-17
A$58.99 | NZ$568 | University of California Press

*Times Series Analysis in the Social Sciences* is a practical and highly readable introduction written exclusively for students without a mathematical background beyond basic algebra. The text focuses on fundamental elements of time series analysis that social scientists need to understand to employ time series analysis for their research and practice.

New Title

New Title

Sociological Theory: Readings from the Enlightenment to the Present
A Trevino
Pbk | 552pp | 9781506304069 | 14-Feb-17
A$135 | NZ$156 | Sage Publications Inc

*Sociological Theory: An Anthology of Readings,* brings together excerpts from the original works of important theorists from the Enlightenment-era roots of sociological thought through contemporary and post-modern theory. It offers more breadth and variety than many theory anthologies, while staying within theoretical schools and traditions that are sociological. The selections have been selected and edited for classroom use by Javier Trevino, a noted theory scholar.

New Title

Order your inspection copy at www.footprint.com.au or call 1300 260 090
Ancillary Materials

Modern Sociological Theory 8ed
George Ritzer and Jeffrey Stepnisky
Pbk  | 644pp  | 9781506325620  | 31-Jan-17
A$152  |  NZ$176  | Sage Publications Inc

Modern Sociological Theory, written by an author team that includes one of the most well-known contemporary theorists, provides a comprehensive overview of the major theorists and theoretical schools, from the Structural Functionalism of early 20th Century through the cutting-edge theories of the late 20th Century and early 21st Century. The integration of key theories with biographical sketches of theorists and the requisite historical and intellectual context helps students to better understand the original works of contemporary thinkers.

Ancillary Materials

Classical Sociological Theory 7ed
George Ritzer and Jeffrey Stepnisky
Pbk  | 592pp  | 9781506325756  | 31-Jan-17
A$154  |  NZ$178  | Sage Publications Inc

Classical Sociological Theory text provides a comprehensive overview of the major theorists and schools of sociological thought from the Enlightenment roots of theory through the early 20th Century. The integration of key theories with biographical sketches of theorists and the requisite historical and intellectual context helps students to better understand the original works of classical authors as well as to compare and contrast classical theories.

Ancillary Materials

Classical and Contemporary Sociological Theory: Text and Readings 3ed
Scott A Appelrouth and Laura Desfor Edles
Pbk  | 896pp  | 9781452203621  | 07-Dec-15
A$227  |  NZ$262  | Sage Publications Inc

Scott Appelrouth and Laura Edles’ Classical and Contemporary Sociological Theory, 3ed is a hybrid text/reader that offers the best of both worlds for instructors and students. It includes a rich collection of excerpts from the original works of sociology’s key theorists, from the classical era to the present. Those readings are accompanied by an analytical framework that discusses the lives, ideas, and historical circumstances of each theorist, and makes connections among theorists with similar approaches and concerns.

Ancillary Materials

Reproductive Justice: An Introduction
Loretta Ross and Rickie Solinger
Pbk  | 336pp  | 9780520288201  | 21-Feb-17
A$49.99  |  NZ$57.99  | University of California Press

Reproductive Justice introduces students to an intersectional analysis of race, class, and gender politics. Clearly showing how reproductive justice is a political movement of reproductive rights and social justice, the authors illuminate how, for example, a low-income, physically disabled woman, living in West Texas with no viable public transportation, no healthcare clinic, and no living-wage employment opportunities, faces a complex web of structural obstacles as she contemplates her sexual and reproductive intentions.

New Title

Symbolic Exchange and Death (Revised Edition)
Jean Baudrillard
Pbk  | 280pp  | 9781473907584  | 07-Jan-17
A$79  |  NZ$89  | Sage Publications Ltd

Jean Baudrillard is one of the most celebrated and most controversial of contemporary social theorists. This major work occupies a central place in the rethinking of the humanities and social sciences around the idea of postmodernity. It leads the reader on an exhilarating tour encompassing the end of Marxism, the enchantment of fashion, symbolism about sex and the body, and the relations between economic exchange and death. Most significantly, the book represents Baudrillard’s fullest elaboration of the concept of the three orders of the simulacra, defining the historical passage from production to reproduction to simulation.

New Title

Critical Social Theory
Craig Browne
Pbk  | 216pp  | 9781446246931  | 07-Jan-17
A$68  |  NZ$79  | Sage Publications Ltd

Craig Browne explores the key concepts in critical theory, and crucially, goes on to relate them to major contemporary developments such as globalisation, social conflict and neo-liberal capitalism. Critical theory here is not solely the work of Adorno, Horkheimer, Marcuse and Habermas. The text begins with the Frankfurt School but uses this as a base to then explore more contemporary figures such as Nancy Fraser, Axel Honneth, Luc Boltanski, Cornelius Castoriadis, Ulrich Beck, Anthony Giddens, Pierre Bourdieu and Hannah Arendt.

Ancillary Materials

Actor-Network Theory: Trials, Trails and Translations
Mike Michael
Pbk  | 200pp  | 9781446293966  | 12-Nov-16
A$64  |  NZ$74  | Sage Publications Ltd

In this thought-provoking and engaging book, Mike Michael brings us a powerful overview of Actor-Network Theory. Covering a breadth of topics, Michael demonstrates how ANT has become a major theoretical framework, influencing scholarly work across a range of fields. Critical and playful, this book fills a notable gap in the literature as Michael expertly explicates the theory and demonstrates how its key concepts can be applied. Comparing and contrasting ANT with other social scientific perspectives, Michael provides a robust and reflexive account of its analytic and empirical promise.

New Title

Sociology

The Sociology of Early Childhood: Critical Perspectives
Norman Gabriel
Pbk  | 152pp  | 9781446272992  | 03-Apr-17
A$58.99  |  NZ$68  | Sage Publications Ltd

The Sociology of Early Childhood is a theoretically and historically grounded examination of young children’s experiences in contemporary society. Asserting that a sociology of early childhood must bring together and integrate different disciplines, the book synthesises different sociological perspectives on childhood as well as incorporating multi-disciplinary research findings on the lives of young children. Invigorating and thought provoking, it is an invaluable read for advanced undergraduates and postgraduate students looking for a more nuanced and progressive understanding of childhood.

New Title

Contact us at text@footprint.com.au for textbook support and recommendations
Michel Foucault
Clare O’Farrell
Pbk | 200pp | 9781878748566 | 21-Sep-05
A$51.99 | NZ$56 | Sage Publications Ltd

Michel Foucault’s work is one of the most influential sources of ideas in the humanities and social sciences today. Clare O’Farrell offers a comprehensive and accessible introduction to Foucault’s enormous, diverse and challenging output. Her book provides a range of practical tools and a reference work for readers who wish to understand and apply his ideas at both introductory and advanced levels.

Key Concepts in Drugs and Society
Ross Coomber, Karen McElrath, Fiona Measha
Pbk | 208pp | 9781473942226 | 27-Dec-14
A$55.99 | NZ$55 | Sage Publications Ltd

How do we understand drug use? How are drugs related to our social worlds? How should drug use be understood, approached, and dealt with? Insightful and illuminating, this book successfully discusses drugs in social contexts. In an elegant manner, the authors bring together their different theoretical and practical backgrounds, offering a comprehensive and interdisciplinary introduction that opens up a wide scientific understanding moving beyond cultural myths and presuppositions.

Youth and Generation: Rethinking change and inequality in the lives of young people
Dan Woodman and Johanna Wyn
Pbk | 216pp | 9781446259054 | 27-Dec-14
A$55.99 | NZ$56 | Sage Publications Ltd

The promise of youth studies is not in simply showing that class, gender, and race continue to influence life chances, but to show how they shape young lives today. Dan Woodman and Johanna Wyn argue that understanding new forms of inequality in a context of increasing social change is a central challenge for youth researchers. Youth and Generation sets an agenda for youth studies building on the concepts of social generation and individualisation to suggest a framework for thinking about change and inequality in young lives.

Sociology and the New Materialism: Theory, Research, Action
Nick Fox and Pam Aldred
Pbk | 240pp | 9781473942226 | 05-Nov-16
A$56 | NZ$56 | Sage Publications Ltd

Sociology and the New Materialism explores the many and varied applications of “new materialism,” a key emerging trend in 21st century thought, to the practice of doing sociology. Offering a clear exposition and using sociological examples throughout to enable the reader to develop a materialist sociological understanding, the text outlines the fundamental precepts of new materialism; explores how materialism provides new perspectives on the range of sociological topic areas; and explains how materialist approaches can be used to research sociological issues and also to engage with social issues.

An Introduction to the Sociology of Health and Illness 3ed
Kevin White
Pbk | 240pp | 9781473982086 | 07-Jan-17
A$56 | NZ$57 | Sage Publications Ltd

This bestselling text has long been the go-to text for students looking for a clear, engaging and theoretically informed introduction to this dynamic topic. Written with a truly sociological and critical perspective, and thoroughly updated to include the latest cutting-edge thinking in the area, the new edition is packed with new empirical examples. Incorporating helpful learning features including chapter overviews, boxed cases, summaries and further reading, this book is a stimulating and thought-provoking essential text for students in health, nursing and sociology schools.
Childhood in Society for the Early Years 3ed
Rory McDowell Clark
Pbk | 200pp | 9781472945558 | 12-Nov-16
A$47.99 | NZ$55.99 | Sage Publications Ltd

Childhood can only be understood in relation to the multitude of social factors which surround it. This text is written for students of degrees and foundation degrees in Early Years, Early Childhood Studies and related disciplines. It offers an introduction to the study of childhood and the different contexts within which childhood exists. The text explores childhood from different contexts: from the child within the family, to the global perspective, and the child's own perspective.

Sociology of Sexuality
Kathleen Fitzgerald and Kandice Grossman
Pbk | 360pp | 9781506304014 | 07-Mar-17
A$102 | NZ$117 | Sage Publications Inc

This text examines sexuality as a social construction, and covers the emergence of sexual identities, intersectionality, historical and current inequalities and discrimination faced by sexual minorities, heterosexual privilege, activism/mobilisation to challenge such discrimination, and the ways sexuality operates in and through various institutions. It includes a chapter on the science of sexuality, from early sexologists to Queer Theory, and several chapters on social problems associated with sexuality such as the commodification of sexuality.

Mapping the Social Landscape: Readings in Sociology 8ed
Susan Ferguson
Pbk | 680pp | 9781506368283 | 13-Jun-17
A$49.99 | NZ$49.99 | Sage Publications Inc

Mapping The Social Landscape is one of the most established and popular readers for introductory sociology. Over the course of seven editions, its has sold over 143,000 copies. The text reading selections are arranged into eight sections that correspond to the organisation of a typical intro sociology survey text. There are a small number of classic selections (Marx, Mills, Weber, Davis, etc.), modern favourites (Annette Lareau, Arlie Hochschild, Elijah Anderson), and a range of readings from younger, contemporary scholars.

Development and Social Change: A Global Perspective 6ed
Philip McMichael
Pbk | 424pp | 9781452275901 | 02-Feb-16
A$153 | NZ$175 | Sage Publications Inc

In this new edition of Development and Social Change: A Global Perspective, author Philip McMichael describes a world undergoing profound social, political, and economic transformations, from the post-World War II era through the present. He tells a story of development in four parts - colonialism, developmentalism, globalisation, and sustainability - that shows how the global development ‘project’ has taken different forms from one historical period to the next.

The Body Reader: Essential Social and Cultural Readings
Lisa Jean Moore and Mary Kosut
Pbk | 432pp | 9780814795668 | 01-Feb-10
A$61 | NZ$72 | New York University Press

Plastic surgery, obesity, anorexia, pregnancy, prescription drugs, disability, piercings, steroids, and sex re-assignment surgery. Over the past two decades there have been major changes in the ways we understand, treat, alter, and care for our bodies. The Body Reader is a compelling, cutting-edge, and timely collection that provides a close look at the emergence of the study of the body. From prenatal genetic testing and “manscaping” to televised cybersex and the “meth economy,” this innovative work digs deep into contemporary lifestyles and current events to cover key concepts and theories about the body.

Ageism: Stereotyping and Prejudice against Older Persons 2ed
Todd Nelson
Pbk | 376pp | 9780262533409 | 16-May-17
A$97 | NZ$110 | MIT Press

People commonly use age to categorise and stereotype others - even though those who stereotype the elderly are eventually bound to become elderly themselves. Ageism is found cross-culturally, but it is especially prevalent in the United States, where most people regard growing older with depression, fear, and anxiety. Older people in the United States are stigmatised and marginalised, with often devastating consequences. This volume collects the latest theory and research on prejudice against older people, offering perspectives from psychology, nursing, medicine, social work, and other fields.

Localizing global sport for development
Iain Lindsey, Tessa Kay, Ruth Jeanes and Da
Hbk | 400pp | 9781784994068 | 01-Feb-17
A$153 | NZ$175 | Manchester University Press

This text extends understanding of the use of sport to address global development agendas by offering an important departure from prevailing theoretical and methodological approaches in the field. Drawing on nearly a decade of wide-ranging multidisciplinary research undertaken with young people and adults living and working in urban communities in Zambia, the book presents a localised account that locates sport for development in historical, political, economic and social context.
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